2008 Cessna Citation CJ2+
The CJ2+ is the fifth generation of the popular Citation Jet series, a class of private jets designed to be both economical and high-performing. Business travelers like the idea of a private jet that performs economically without sacrificing performance or reliability. These low-cost, dependable jets are feasible only because of Cessna’s insistence on simplicity of design. The jets of the Citation series bypass many of the complexities of their competitors, and increase performance and economy by using some of the most economic engines available. The CJ2 was arguably the most popular member of the Citation series, and the CJ2+ is the new, improved version, offering lower fuel burn, longer range, and a larger cabin.
**Airframe**

- **Total Time Since New**: 1,476.9 Hrs
- **Total Cycles Since New**: 1,369
- Airframe enrolled on ProParts

**Engines**

- **Williams International FJ44-3A-24**
  - **Time Since New - L/H**: 1,476.9 Hrs
  - **Cycles Since New - L/H**: 1,369
  - **Time Between Overhaul - L/H**: 4,000 Hrs
  - Engines Enrolled on TAP Elite

**Avionics**

- **Avionics Package**: Collins 3-tube 8x10-inch AMLCD / Pro Line 21
- **Communication Radios**: Dual Collins VHF-4000 w/8.33 kHz Spacing
- **Compass**: Dual Collins AHC-3000 AHRS
- **CVR**: Dukane DK-120
- **DME**: Collins DME-4000
- **EFIS**: Collins 3-tube 8x10-inch AMLCD
- **Flight Director**: Collins 3-tube 8x10-inch AMLCD
- **Flight Phone**: AirCell w/dual Handsets
- **FMS**: Dual Collins FMS-3000 w/GPS
- **GPS**: Collins 12-channel GPS-4000A
- **High Frequency**: Collins HF-9000
- **Navigation Radios**: Dual Collins NAV-4000 & NAV-4500
- **Stormscope**: L3 WX-1000E
- **TAWS**: Honeywell Mark V EGPWS w/RAAS
- **TCAS**: Collins TTR-4000 TCAS-II
- **Transponder**: Dual Collins TDR-94D Mode S
- **Weather Radar**: Collins WXR-800 & WXR-852 w/turbulence

Specifications subject to verification upon inspection. Aircraft is subject to prior sales or withdrawal from the market.
exterior

Beige Base Colour with Brown and Gold Accent Stripes

interior

Beige Leather Seats with Matching Carpets and Side Panels and Australian Walnut
Satin Finished Wood Veneer
6 Pax Configuration
Forward RS Refreshment Centre
Dual Fold-Out Executive Tables
Gold-Plated Hardware
Dual Aft Dividers with Sliding Doors

additional information

Engine Maintenance Program: Williams International - TAP – Elite
Airframe Maintenance Program: ProParts
Airframe Maintenance Tracking Program: CESCOM (Cessna Computerized)
Nose Landing Gear with Protection Boot Installation
Pulselight System with TCAS-II Interface
Established in 2001, Absolute Aviation has evolved from a specialised aviation management and consulting company into a full spectrum aviation group, offering customers unparalleled levels of support and expertise in the form of a boutique aviation service.

Our acquisition of Comair General Aviation Holdings’ three operating entities concluded on January 1, 2015. This included Comair Sales (Pty) Ltd, Comair Servicing (Pty) Ltd and Comair Spares (Pty) Ltd, and significantly increased the scope of services to our customers. In effect this makes us one of the only full service general aviation companies on the African Continent.

Our Group entities are collectively aimed at providing a differentiated, customer centric, turnkey solution to aircraft ownership and operation. Our mission is to remain with our valued customers for the duration of the aviation journey and to make sure that it is a safe and memorable one.